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About This Game

There is no feeling greater than stepping up to the plate, with the crowd cheering, and crushing the pitch deep into left field!
Now you can live the experience with

VR Baseball, the premier baseball game for Virtual Reality!

With over 40 bats to choose from, stepping up to the plate and hitting homerun after homerun has never been so much fun!
Increase your skill to smash lights and blow off fireworks! Engage in challenges with friends and family. Hit homerun streaks to

extend your time at bat, change the mode to goofy (or toddler), or kill the fans in the stands with devastating power shots!

With support for left and right-handed batters there is no excuse to not have a good time showing off your skills at bat!

Requires HTC Vive
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Title: VR Baseball
Genre: Indie, Sports
Developer:
Rank17
Publisher:
Rank17
Release Date: 4 Apr, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 970

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 500 MB available space

Additional Notes: Requires HTC Vive with motion Controllers and enough room to swing them as a bat

English
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I played this game many times at events. Love it <3. should have included "more than a feeling". As nice as the positive reviews
here are, this is gonna be a no from me dog.
I understand this isn't a review for a triple A game
But a boss fight with these jetpack controls, endless horde enemies, and insane hard to dodge attacks is horrendous
even on easy. Thought i was getting a cool retro game when i saw this and ended up with something more annoying then
anything I've seen on a retro style game.
I will say at least you didn't make the game completely confusing and slap the player off in the middle of no where with no idea
how to play or what mechanics you have to look at.. Sorry I got this. Even with graphics turned up on my 980TI I see a
shimmering mess and yes I did fiddle with the graphics options. Controls suck. If you could move a little faster that would be
better and I could live with it. Not recommended and will uninstall now. Felt instantly bored... with the repeating scenes....
Gameplay seems OK but it is difficult to play after having gotten used to more modern games of this type. The lack of simple
things like pathing make it frusterating. When you click to walk somewhere, the character walks straight toward your cursor
regardless of obstacles. Enemies do the same thing as well and often get stuck around corners because the path straight to you is
blocked. I suppose this could be used to advantage.. The controls are fiddly and unresponsive, and the graphics are drab and
some of the puzzles are a little too convoluted to figure out. Other than that, if you want a 2D portal game, this one should hit
the spot.
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Quality game similar to risk. Instructions very clear cut and simple to understand. If you are looking for a complex grand
strategy then turn your head, but if you want some quick, fun arcade strategy then here you go. A hesitant recommendation.
Wait until this goes on sale before you buy it. Why? I finished both maps within an hour, and there is only one new weapon
available, a weapon that isn't particularly different from the standard greatsword for Kruber, or the Zweihander for Saltzpyre.
And having played 200+ hours on console, I can only say that it feels almost identical in gameplay.

Castle Drachenfells was a massive expansion with two very large maps and an excellent climatic battle map, full of new art and
awesome new weapons. The best expansion by a country mile.

Karak Azgaraz is also pretty fantastic. With two large maps and decent climax. The new weapons were only ok though but its
almost worth it just for the fantastic new music and the Rangers dialogue.

Stromdorf is decent. One largish map and a fairly small one-with a twist absolutely worth lauding-set in a... not too bad new
setting. The rain looks ok? To be honest the new maps are rather bland. The fields don't stand out nearly as much as the snowy
plains of the mountains, and the city itself is a pale imitation of Ubersreik's grungy glory. Also, its worth noting that Reaching
Out is by far the biggest drain on your rig in this game, outclassing even the Garden of Morr and the White Rat for fps drop. I
play a comfortable 65 fps on most maps, but find myself dropping down to 43-47 pretty regularly in Stromdorf.

The new weapon is a big sword not very different at all from the greatsword, and that is all there is to it. Nothing exciting and
honestly dissapointing, imo. We've had new weapons like the Volley Crossbow and the Glaive, so another greatsword is not even
worth mentioning.

If there was new music, except for one moment in Reaching Out, it wasn't good enough to stand out from the standard
soundtrack. I didn't notice.

All in all, its fine. New maps always add a little something to a game, even if they aren't very innovative or different from the
rest. Worth buying on sale, but otherwise just play it for free with some friends or a generous pubbie.. This amounts to a
glorified DEMO I have played the full game at a frends place & its a compleatly difrent exp
we have similar rigs & I'm using the same joypad. MotoGP 14 compact is nowere near as good as the full game
it realy sucks
. Devs gave me over 200 hours on skyrim and fallout
i gave them $5. I recently just got battlestation Pacific and Midway.............Both seem tobe a great buy.............. This game is
crash eventime I start 1st area. What starts out as a simple recovery operation aboard a dead starship turns into something much
more.
Great story with characters you become invested in. The voice acting adds much to the game. The banter between John and
Aryn along with the voicing of other characters adds greatly to the over all feel.
Puzzles are just right, not too hard nor overly easy.
The spaceship that Aryn navigates is almost a character itself.
On the technical side, Joure provided me a high level of support when I experienced operational issues.
Go play this, try it you won't be disappointed.
If I was able, two thumbs up.
. Well... I kinda recommend this game if you are fond of grimdark (tm) and gothic horror (c). The idea is good, is unique, and at
first it really is emotionally moving.
Sadly, it becomes a grind-fest after that, and you would probably want to take a look at the guide to know what to do.
Anyway, it's a game that managed to engage me, which is more than most games do, and that's why I reccomend it.
However, be warned, it can become repetitive quite fast, and if you are not into the setting/background, you won't like it.
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